Uwe (59 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Mittlere Reife

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Basic

Height: 1.85 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: 54/56
Experience
I have been working for several years in the promotion area eg Dolce Gusto (sale of
coffee pods and machines, sale of Sky in Media markets, various VA for Toom
hardware store, child care - game elements etc. Currently employed in a hotel as a
chef. I am good at cooking I am listed as a mystery shopper at various companies
and was 10 years as a sales professional in travel sales with multimedia equipment
on the way and moderated in front of 50-100 Personen.Lehrgänge such as sales
training and psychology were standard. I am flexible, creative and Differentiate the
important from the unimportant In cooking, my specialties are in Swabian / German
and Italian cuisine as well as in the improvisation of dishes.
Recent Jobs & Reviews
SeeHotel Großräschen GmbH & Co. KG
(1 day in Großräsch... for SeeHotel Großräschen GmbH & Co. Kg)
Shell Clubsmart / Preisgarantie Promotion
(2 Days in Großschir... for Riediger Tankstellen GmbH)
Stadtfest Aue
(2 Days in Aue for GUSTICO Event • Catering)
Promotiontour beim Stadtfest Rehau (bei Hof)
(1 day in Rehau for spiel & sport team GmbH)
Inventurhelfer (m/w)
(2 Days in Plauen for Rudolf Wöhrl SE)
Meet Magento Leipzig
(3 Days in Leipzig for UpReach GmbH)
Linienfahrt auf dem Havelstern
(1 day in Berlin for Stern und Kreis Gastronomie und Service...)
Event-Betreuer in Weimar
(1 day in Weimar for Gebensfreude GmbH)
Linienfahrt auf der Havelqueen
(1 day in Berlin for Stern und Kreis Gastronomie und Service...)
SAXONUM Chemnitz
(1 day in Chemnitz for SuperSack GmbH)
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